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A savvy consumer requires a lot from the products they buy. During the years of use, they build a strong sense of whether or not they make a good choice. Evaluate your tires! Write your own review Check product reviews Product reviews total 15507 4.5 Images unavailable forColor: Top reviews The most recent Top
Rating There are 0 reviews and 0 ratings from Canada eBay item number:303790070204 Sellers are responsible for this list. Last Updated Dec 1, 2020 11:20:49 PST View all versions Please select your vehicle details for specific results. To confirm that this section fits your car, please select a car from my Garage list
OR enter your five vehicles, Make, Model and Trim. We were unable to complete your request. Please try again later. This section is not compatible with this Compatibility information that is not available for this item. This section is compatible with the vehicle(s) below. Tire and rim sizes vary depending on the package.
Please confirm the measurement of the vehicle. This section is compatible with the vehicle(s) below in accordance with this. Tire and rim sizes vary depending on the package. Please confirm the measurement of the vehicle. This list is for part or sub-assembly numbers given below only. A number of 2 is recommended.
Page 2 of the previous 10 pages 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 The next page of this page Copyright 1981 - 2012 Geckobyte Inc. All rights are preserved. Condition: Brand New: DOT: Available Part Digital Manufacturer: Number of exchanges: T429392 / 265/70/17 / 2657017 Quantity: 2 Tire depth: 2 17.5/32 Section Width: 265
Vehicle Types: Truck/SUV Frame Ratio: 70 Revision Items: No Rim Diameter: 17 Overall Diameter: 32 Load Index: 30 121/118 Model: Tyre Type: All non-domestic product seasons: No speed index: S UTQG: N/A Tire size system: Maximum light truck load:: UTQG 3200LBS Mileage Warranty: 60,000 Loading Range:
E/10 Warranty: 90 Day Run Flat: No Discount Available: No Sidewall: Black Sidewall (BSW) UPC : EAN: Česká republikaDanmarkDeutschlandEspañaFranceGlobal (English)ItaliaNederlandNorgeNorth America (English)North America
(French)PolskaSchweizSuomiSverigeTürkiyeÖsterreichБеларуссьБлгарияКазазазстанРоссияУкрана中 (简体中⽂)⼤本 It is a beautiful journey - Rest assured in all conditions Regardless of your car, tires are its only point of contact with the road. Our tires are inspected in extreme conditions. They complement the
safety systems of your car and do what you can expect. Tires all season guarantee nokian Rotiiva HT satisfaction for SUVs and light truck applications is the most advanced highway tire design with leading technology in the industry of Nokian Tyres. This super quiet, powerful highway tire provides optimal safety, roof,
and performance without copper... Learn more about new All-Season tyres that offer extremely high durability for professional drivers off-road enthusiasts. It is a fearless performer at quarries, forests and mining areas. This powerful new tire is a tireless workhorse with a purebred mining compound tha... Learn more up to
100 mph load up to 3200 lb All-Season tire satisfaction guarantees serious service Nokian Rotiiva AT (All terrain) All-Season tires work excellently on asphalt, but it can also be used for off-road light driving. It provides good durability even on heavier vehicles. Learn more up to 118 mph maximum load 2679 lb All-Season
Tires All-Weather Guaranteed Serious Service Logo Service Nokian Rotiiva AT Plus is excellent on asphalt, but it can also manage off-roading lighting and provide very good durability. Tire compounds ensure a longer service life. The location is re-optimized and supported by the tire blocks, and the more... Learn more
up to 112 mph maximum load 3200 lb A savvy consumer needs a lot from the products they buy. During the years of use, they build a strong sense of whether or not they make a good choice. Evaluate your tires! Write your own Review Product Review Total 15507 4.5 text.skipToContent text.skipToNavigation This list is
for the new Nokian Rotiiva AT Plus LT265/70R17 E/10PR BSW Tires. Manufacturer number: T429392. The nokian Rotiiva AT Plus extra tires are definitely a versatile tires all season designed specifically for heavy use on light trucks and pickups. It has an aggressive tire model that provides excellent grip and handling on
the road, a new tire compound for longer tire life, and additional reinforcements inside the tires to make it even more powerful than its predecessor. Rotiiva AT Plus tires are actually the latest nokian tires and the latest generation of durable mixed terrain tires that will not disappoint on highways, or on trails of all kinds. A
great tire for commercial use as well as off-road lighting entertainment. Nokian Rotiiva AT Plus tires have mountain/snowflake logos for severe snow service. Sidewall BSW This describes the sidewall appearance. Examples are Black Sidewall, White Sidewall and White Letters. Load Index 121/118 Load Index (LI) is a 2
or 3 digit number that corrolates to the maximum amount of weight the tire can make. For example, a tire with a load index of 87 indicates that the tire can carry a maximum load of 1,201 lbs. In our example case, 87 determines the possibility of tires carrying up to 1,201 lbs. So 4 tires will carry a maximum of 4,804 lbs.
Refer to the user's manual of your vehicle for the recommended Minimim Load Index. It is not recommended to install tires with a lower load index. That way, this can cause your tires to overload so there is a possibility of out a blowout. ... read more read less Than Speed Rating S Speed Ratings (SR) which are based on
laboratory tests and show the maximum speed tires can These experiments are based on limited-time experiments. Higher speed rated tires will often provide better handling, but can often lead to lower mileage. Refer to the vehicle owner's user's manual for the recommended Minimum Speed Rating. It is not
recommended to install tires with a lower speed rating as it may affect the handling of your vehicle. It is important to note that speed ratings apply only to tires that have not been damaged, changed, inflated or overloaded. In addition, most tire manufacturers maintain that a tire that has been cut or punctured no longer
retains the tire manufacturer's initial speed assessment, even after being repaired because the tire manufacturer cannot control the quality of repairs. ... read more read less than Ply E/10PR Ply Rating which is associated with maximum load capacity. This value can be determined by letter or number. The higher the
number /letter, the higher the load capacity. UTQG Is Not Available To Help Consumers Evaluate Their Tires, the U.S. National Highway Traffic Safety Agency (NHTSA) has created a Unified Tire Quality Classification System (UTQG). Utqg tire ratios are rated on their tread-wear, traction performance, and temperature
viability. Layers for each of these can be found on the sidewall of your tires (except for winter tires and certain light truck tires). Click here for more information. ... Read more read less Max Single Load (lbs) 3200 Maximum load this tire will support. Remember to fill this number with the number of tires installed on your car
to get maximum bearing capacity. This number is directly related to the load index. Maximum single air pressure (PSI) Maximum air pressure is not available that this tire will support. This does not represent the amount of air pressure that your tires should have at all times. Refer to your owner's manual to determine the
best air pressure you should use for your vehicle. Tire depth 17.0 The amount of tire on the tire. Once the tire is worn to 2/32nds, it is considered in full use and should be replaced at that time. Most tires will have tire indicators in the grooves of the tires to help you determine when the tire is worn to 2/32nds. Directionless
tire design - the most common, the same tire model inside &amp; outside the tire. Can rotate to all four corners of the car. Asymmetry - the tire model is different on the outside of the tire, and must be mounted properly. Can rotate to all four corners of the car. Tire orientation - roll in one direction, must be mounted
properly. Once mounted they must stay on the same side of the car, and only be rotated from front to back. ... read more read more less Rim width range 7.0-9.0 This approved rim width range will support this tire. Measuring the rim width of 8.0 Wheel width is recommended as recommended by the tire manufacturer to
get best wear gives us performance for this tire. Section width 10.7 Measurements from sidewall to sidewall. The tire width is not available Measurements from one side of the tire to the other side of the tire. Total diameter 31.7 The height of the tire when completely bulging. Manufacturer Part Number T429392
Manufacturer part number (sku) Shipping price and estimated delivery time available on tires after setting up your delivery zip code. Tires shipped through FedEx Ground and delivery times are a very good estimate, although not an exact figure of the time in transit day. Tires are delivered Monday to Saturday. FedEx
does not accept orders on weekends or certain holidays. Once the tires are picked up, the estimate of the time in transit begins. If you place your order on Friday afternoon, or on weekends, your tires it won't ship until next week. Currently we only offer FedEx Ground, fast shipping is not available. Depending on when
you place your order, there may be one, which can be two days processing time. Delivery times may be affected by weather events across the country. You can choose between 3 delivery options: 1. Your tires can be sent directly to your billing address. 2. Your tires can be sent to an alternative address. In this case,
please specify the delivery address and the person authorized to receive the tire on your behalf. 3. Tires can be sent directly to a tire installation of your choice. Please enter the address of the Tire Installer at the Send to address and make sure to coordinate your shipment acceptance from Tires-easy.com. You will
receive a confirmation e-mail of the transaction when you place your order. Please save a printout confirming your order for your profile. Payment We accept American Express, Visa, MasterCard, Discover, PayPal and Affirm Tire Financing. Change/refund policy See general terms and conditions for more details on
returns/refunds
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